Pseudorandom vectors are of importance for parallelized simulation methods. In this paper we carry out an in-depth analysis of the multiplerecursive matrix method for the generation of uniform pseudorandom vectors which was introduced in an earlier paper of the author. We study, in particular, the periodicity properties, the lattice structure, and the behavior under the serial test for sequences of pseudorandom vectors generated by this method.
Introduction
A sequence of pseudorandom vectors is generated by a deterministic algorithm and should simulate, for practical computational purposes, a sequence of i.i.d. random vector variables with a given multivariate distribution. The widespread use of parallelized simulation methods has created a great demand for good algorithms for the generation of pseudorandom vectors (see [2, 3, 4] ). This paper is devoted to uniform pseudorandom vectors where the target distribution is the uniform distribution on the k-dimensional unit cube [0, 1 ]k with k > 2. We are interested only in methods that directly generate pseudorandom vectors, and not in methods that build up pseudorandom vectors from suitable pseudorandom numbers.
A few such direct methods for the generation of uniform pseudorandom vectors have already been proposed in the literature. The matrix method is a natural analog of the classical linear congruential method for pseudorandom number generation; expository accounts of the matrix method can be found in L'Ecuyer [7, 8] and Niederreiter [16, Chapter 10] . An extension of the matrix method, the multiple-recursive matrix method, was recently introduced by the author [17] and will be the subject of the present paper. One of the advantages of the multiple-recursive matrix method is that it leads to larger periods than the matrix method. The general family of nonlinear methods was proposed by Niederreiter [15] , and a brief discussion of these methods is presented in [16, Chapter 10] . The inversive method is a particularly attractive nonlinear method which was introduced by Niederreiter [14] and studied in detail in [18] . The inversive method can be viewed as an analog of the inversive congruential method for pseudorandom number generation due to Eichenauer and Lehn [5] .
The aim of this paper is to carry out a detailed analysis of the multiplerecursive matrix method for the generation of uniform pseudorandom vectors.
As mentioned above, this method was introduced in [17] , but the discussion in [17] was confined to elementary periodicity properties. Here we study now the finer structure of sequences of pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiplerecursive matrix method, such as the lattice structure and statistical (almost-) independence properties as measured by the serial test, and we introduce and analyze appropriate figures of merit. We will even be able to say more about periodicity properties.
We now recall the definition of the multiple-recursive matrix method from Niederreiter [17] . Let us first note that we always use Fr for the finite field with r elements, where r is a prime power. Now let p be a prime and let k > 2 and am > 2 be integers. As above, k is the dimension of the vectors to be generated. Let Aq, A\, ... , Am-i be k x k matrices over Fp , where A0 is assumed to be nonsingular. We generate a sequence zn, zi, ... of row vectors from Fp by choosing initial vectors Zn, Zi,..., zm_t that are not all 0 and using the mth-order vector recursion m-l (1) zn+m = Yzn+h¿h for n = 0,1,....
h=0
For the sake of easier reference, we call such a sequence zo, z¡, ... an (mthorder) recursive vector sequence (in Fk). Now we identify Fp with the set {0, 1, ... , p -1} of integers and we derive a sequence un, ut, ... of pseudorandom vectors by putting (2) o" = jz"€[0,l)* for n = 0,1,....
The sequence Un, ui, ... defined by ( 1 ) and (2) is then a sequence of pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method. In practice, p is taken to be large. We could of course have included the case m = 1, but this case corresponds to the matrix method with which we are not concerned here. The matrix method for the dimension km can be used to derive some elementary results on the multiple-recursive matrix method (see [17] ), but not the more intricate results presented here. We mention in passing that recursive vector sequences can also be used for pseudorandom number generation. This was already pointed out in [17] , and an in-depth study of pseudorandom numbers produced from recursive vector sequences was carried out in [19] . Some results of the latter paper will also be useful in the present work. These pseudorandom number generators include various interesting generators as special cases, for instance the classical GFSR generators and the twisted GFSR generators recently introduced by Matsumoto and Kurita [10] .
In §2 we review the known periodicity properties of sequences of pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method, and we also employ concepts and results from [19] to gain further insight for the case of the maximum period. In §3 we establish the lattice structure of pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method. The performance of these pseudorandom vectors under the serial test for statistical independence is investigated in §4, and general theoretical results for the full period as well as for parts of the period are proved. The theory of the serial test leads to the intro-duction and the analysis of appropriate figures of merit in §5. In §6 we discuss the practical implications of our results and we raise some open problems.
Periodicity properties
A recursive vector sequence z0, ii, ... generated by (1) is periodic, and from the fact that A0 is nonsingular it follows that it is even purely periodic, i.e., that there is no preperiod. For a purely periodic sequence an, fli,... of elements of an arbitrary set we write per(a") for its least period length. It is obvious from (2) that per(u") = per(z"), so that it suffices to study the periodicity properties of recursive vector sequences. It was already shown in [17] that for an mth-order recursive vector sequence Zn, Zi,... in Fk we always have per(z") < pkm -1. For practical implementations of the multiplerecursive matrix method the case per(z") = pkm -1 of the maximum period is certainly of greatest interest. The following general criterion for the maximum period in terms of the matrices Aq, Ai , ... , Am^i in (1) was established in [17] . We denote by Ir the r x r identity matrix over Fp . Recursive vector sequences with maximum period can be further characterized in terms of explicit formulas, and such formulas are also instrumental for the deeper analysis of these sequences. Throughout the rest of the paper we use the abbreviation q = pkm, and we write Tr for the trace function from the finite field Fq to its prime subfield Fp (see [9, For the moment, we consider an arbitrary field extension F/K and we note that F can be viewed as a vector space over K. For 6 e F and a ÄMinear subspace W of F we define BW = {8p : p e W], which is again a AMinear subspace of F . In the following definition we introduce subspaces of the vector space F over K that permit a special kind of direct-sum decomposition of F . This means that F is the sum of the subspaces a'~x8E, I < i < m . Using again the basis property of the elements a'~x , 1 < / < m, we see that F is the direct sum of these subspaces. G Theorem 1. For any prime p and for any integers k > 2 and m > 2 there exists a sequence uo, Ui, ... of k-dimensional pseudorandom vectors generated by (I) and (2) with per(u") = pkm -1.
Proof. We recall that per(u") = per(z"), so that it suffices to prove the analogous result for mth-order recursive vector sequences in Fk . We choose a primitive element a of Fq with q = pkm . Furthermore, we apply Lemma 4 to the extension Fq/Fp and the intermediate field E = Fpk . Since Fq = Fpk(a), we obtain that for any nonzero 8 € Fq the ^-linear subspace 8Fpk of Fq of dimension k is cr-splitting. Therefore, the construction described after Lemma 3 yields an mth-order recursive vector sequence zo, zi, ... in Fk with per(z") = pkm -1 . D
The result of Theorem 1 exhibits one of the significant advantages of the multiple-recursive matrix method over the matrix method, namely that for a given prime p and a given dimension k we can obtain arbitrarily large least period lengths by choosing higher-order vector recursions, whereas for the matrix method we can reach only the least period length pk -1 (see [16, Chapter 10] ).
Lattice structure
Pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method possess an inherent lattice structure, just like linear congruential pseudorandom numbers (see Knuth [6, Chapter 3] and Ripley [20, Chapter 2]) and pseudorandom vectors generated by the matrix method (see Afflerbach and Grothe [1] and Niederreiter [16, Chapter 10] ). We consider a sequence un, Hi,... of k-dimensional pseudorandom vectors generated by (1) and (2) with per(u") = pkm -i =: T, i.e., with the maximum period for given p , k , and m . For a given dimension s we define the points (4) v" = (u",u"+i, ... , u"+J_i) e [0, l)ks for n = 0, 1, ... . We note that det(L(î)) = p~km is independent of 5 , so thai pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method have in a sense a "coarse" lattice structure, but the "coarseness" is much less pronounced than for the linear congruential method or the matrix method. The lattice L(i) can be used to assess the quality of the sequence uo, ui, ... of pseudorandom vectors. This is done by computing reduced bases, Beyer quotients, and other characteristics of L(i) ; we refer to completely analogous procedures for the linear congruential method (Ripley [ We first consider the i-dimensional serial test for the full period. For dimensions s < m the exact distribution of the points v" in (6) from the full period can be determined. is the number of integers n with 0 < n < N -1 and x" e J . Now let un, ui, ... be as above a sequence of k-dimensional pseudorandom vectors generated by (1) and (2) with per(u") = T = pkm -1. As explained in [18] , natural quantities for the 5-dimensional serial test are the discrete discrepancies (7) E%\p:=EN,p(v0,vl,...,vN-i) for 1 < N < T, where the points v" are given by (6) . A principal theme of this and the following section will be the provision of upper and lower bounds for these discrepancies.
We need the following notation. Let C(p) = (-p/2, p/2] n Z, and for a dimension d > 1 let Cd(p) be the set of points (hi.hf) with h¿ e C(p) for 1 < / < d and define C*(p) = Cd(p)\{0} . 
1=1
We write x • y for the standard inner product of x, y g Rd . By Lemmas 2 and 3, we can characterize the parameters for generating un, ui, ... in the case per(u") = T = pkm -1 by a primitive element a of Fq and an ordered basis B = (ßi, ... , ßk) of a a-splitting iylinear subspace of Fq with q = pkm . Now let s > 1 be a given dimension. We write h G Cks(p) in the form h = (hi, h2, ... , hs), where h, G Ck(p) for I < i <s and not all h, = 0. Furthermore, let where Tr is the trace function from Fq to Fp with q = pkm . We note that X(a) = e(jjTT(a)) for a G Fq defines the canonical additive character of Fq (compare with [9, p. 190] ). Since a is a primitive element of Fq , the powers a" , 0 < n < T -1, run through the set F* of nonzero elements of Fq , and so (9) is then empty on account of the basis property in Lemma 2. Now we consider the discrete discrepancies Eff in (7) for 1 < N < T, i.e., for parts of the period. The following result provides information on how small we can make the quantity R^(B, a) defined in (9) . Since R^(B, a) = 0 for 5 < m, we can assume s > m . If we fix an h G Cks(p) and write it in the same way as prior to (9), then the inner sum above is equal to the number of B = (ßx, ... , ßk) G ¿% with i k
1=1 j=l
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If we put a j = J2si=i hijO'~x for 1 < j < k, then this condition can be written as Yajßj = °-j=x Since s < km, the powers a'~x, I < i <s, are linearly independent over Fp , and so q7 ^ 0 for at least one j with 1 < j < k. Proof. This follows from Theorems 5 and 6. D
Figures of merit
In analogy with the theory for the matrix method (see [13] ), we introduce a "figure of merit" which is a positive integer assessing the suitability of parameters in the multiple-recursive matrix method. We again restrict attention to the case where un, Ui, ... is a sequence of A:-dimensional pseudorandom vectors generated by (1) and (2) with per(u") = pkm -1 . As we have seen in Lemmas 2 and 3, the sequence can then be described in terms of a primitive element a of Fq and an ordered basis B = (ßx, ... , ßk) of a a-splitting Fp-linear subspace of Fq with q = pkm . We define the subset Z^(B, a) of Cks(p) as in §4. Furthermore, we put r(h) = max(l, \h\) for h G Z, and for a dimension for all integers A , and so I at-i (13) E'(h n=0 < hn + i )k*r{2h)NE%\p. Since the number on the right-hand side is the cardinality of 3, it follows that there exists a B e 38 not counted by Q(to), and so for this B we have gW(B,ff)>t0. D
Discussion
The multiple-recursive matrix method generates &-dimensional pseudorandom vectors un, ui, ... by an mth-order vector recursion in Fk . It extends the matrix method for pseudorandom vector generation, which corresponds to the case m = 1. For any p, k, and m we can achieve least period length per(u") = pkm -1 by a suitable choice of parameters in the multiple-recursive matrix method, and explicit criteria can be given for this choice of parameters (see §2). For fixed p and k we can thus obtain arbitrarily large least period lengths by choosing sufficiently large values of m .
For dimensions 5 > m the nontrivial lattice structure inherent in pseudorandom vectors generated by the multiple-recursive matrix method is described in Theorem 2. In this connection, it would be of interest to carry out computational work on the assessment of the lattices L(î> in Theorem 2. Analogous work for the linear congruential method and the matrix method is mentioned in §3.
The results of our analysis of the serial test for the case per(u") = pkm -1 can be summarized as follows. For dimensions j < m the corresponding stuples v" of successive pseudorandom vectors are almost equidistributed over the full period. For dimensions s > m the order of magnitude of the discrete discrepancy of these s-tuples is controlled by the figure of merit g^(B, a) , with large values of g^s)(B, a) corresponding to small values of the discrete discrepancy. If m < s < km, then with a suitable choice of an ordered basis B of a given a-splitting Fp-linear subspace W of Fq (with q = pkm) of dimension k , a good performance under the s-dimensional serial test can be guaranteed. In this context we point out an interesting open problem, namely that of determining, say for a primitive element a of Fq , the total number of a-splitting Fp-linear subspaces of Fq of given dimension k . A related task is that of studying the average performance under the serial test if one averages over all these subspaces W.
Future research on the multiple-recursive matrix method will also have to deal with figures of merit from the computational point of view. It would be useful to develop efficient algorithms for the calculation of figures of merit and to search for concrete parameters possessing a large figure of merit. 
